CHAPTER ELEVEN
WESTLAKE – HOWIE’S SETTLEMENT [1922-1925]; THE GAP COTTAGES [WESTLAKE 1924-1965]; CAMPS – SEWER
[1922-1925], TRADESMEN [1923-1928], NO 1[1924-1927] & POLICE CAMP MAY 1927
The area named Westlake in the teen years of the last century was on the south side of the Molonglo River
opposite the area of the proposed West Lake in Walter Burley Griffin’s plan. The former Westlake today is a part
of Yarralumla. Up until circa 1963 was included in the area known as Acton which extended well to the eastern
section of Canberra on the south side of the Molonglo River. The temporary ‘suburb’ of Westlake was the second
major settlement established in the post WW 1 phase of construction of the city. The first was Molonglo [now
Fyshwick Industrial Suburb].
In 1917 Griffin renamed the area to the west of Stirling Ridge, then part of Westlake, Westridge. It is probable
that this area that included the Brickworks and permanent nursery was given its name because it was west of the
ridge [Stirling Ridge]. From that time Westlake centered on and around the Gura Bung Dhaura Hills [stony ground]
that rise above the then almost treeless Canberra Plain.
The undeveloped part of Westlake that has survived is known as Stirling Park Yarralumla and at the time of writing
has already been whittled down to Blocks 2,3, 4 Section 128 and Section 22 Stirling Park, Yarralumla. All are
marked for development and if this happens the remains of the rich history of the Ngunawal, European settlers,
gold mining and construction workers who lived in the three single men’s tent camps, Contractor John Howie’s
settlement and the 61 temporary timber portable cottages designed by HM Rolland will be lost. i Through the hills
of Stirling Park are numerous tracks and pathways that probably were first used by the Ngunawal and later by the
settlers.

1970s photograph of the area of Stirling Park. West Stirling Park is now Section 22 Stirling Park, Yarralumla.
Attunga Point is the old quarry. The site of Briar Farm is off to the left of Attunga Point. The entire area of the
park was initially Section 22. It was later divided into Blocks 1, 2, 3 & 4 Sections 128 [eastern side including Haines
Creek that cuts the park in two] and Section 22. Around 2008 Block 1 was further subdivided and around 2010
Block 3 has been further subdivided in readiness for possible development. The Park is not a park.
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Above: NCA map of the area of The Gap Section 22 on the western side of the park. Not shown is Stirling Ridge.
The eastern side of the park shows the L-R Block 3, 2 and 1. Block 2 contains fill probably from the period when
the State Circle cuttings were constructed. This block is ACT land whilst the remainder is Commonwealth Land
‘looked after’ by the NCA. Darwin Avenue was intended to be on this block. Instead it was moved to connect with
Perth Avenue. Darwin Avenue is the road far left.
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Above March 2011 ACT Heritage Council Map showing Stirling Park and nearby area of former Block 1, Section 128
Stirling Park now part of Chinese Embassy and parkland and Capital Hill – sites of Button Wrinklewort. The site
was entered on to the Heritage Register under sections 40-42 of the Heritage Act 2004 effective from 10 March
2011. Following is an aerial photograph of Stirling Park, 1993.
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1950s aerial photograph of the park. Arrows top to bottom point to: Stirling Ridge – continues along to the
Canberra Mosque on Empire Circuit; Curved road in park – remainder of the old road in the settlement; old 19th
century road still in use in the 1920s; Site of Briar Farm – now Southern Cross Yacht Club; former block 1, Section
128 where there were numerous stone arrangements. Now developed. Lotus Bay is the area where the boats are
moored.
Two of the Gura Bung Dhaura Hills were chosen by Walter Burley Griffin to be the centre of his design for the
Federal City. The taller of the two was named Kurrajong and the other – Camp Hill. Griffin placed a circular road
around the highest parts of the hills and renamed the area within the circle, CAPITAL HILL. The original spelling
was Capitol and both spellings are used in documents.
On 13 March 1913, the foundation stones for a commencement column were laid on Capital Hill on a section the
former Camp Hill. Here Lady Denman opened the gold cigarette case, took out the card with the name of the city
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and spoke its official name for the first time. The foundation stones marked the centre of the Departmental Plan.
The stone laid on 21 June 1920 by the future king, Edward, Prince of Wales, marked the centre of Griffin’s plan for
the new city.
The Gura Bung Dhaura Hills, where the Ngunawal camped and carried out ceremonies provided shelter for the
homes of construction workers and the sites of the two Federal Parliament Houses.
The history of the Federal city is well documented – that of the traditional owners and the people who built the
city has been ignored. No full examination of the hills has been carried out and much has already been lost with
development. Some limited surface work has been carried out by Ann Gugler, Karen Williams and John Bruggeman
and summaries of some of this work is documented in this book.
THE WESTLAKE PERIOD c1922-1965
In late 1922 work commenced on the construction of Hostel No 1 – the Hotel Canberra. The foundations were dug
by day labour, but the remainder of the structure was built by Contractor John Howie’s men. The hotel was soon
followed by the Provisional Parliament House and nearby administrative buildings known later at East [now
Australian National Archives] and West Blocks [Government labour]. This work, along with the construction of
roads, drains, resurfacing areas, plantings and so on required a large workforce. Around the same time, work on
the main intercepting sewer recommenced. The tunnels began from the Yarralumla end via the Gura Bung Dhaura
Hills [Stirling Park Yarralumla] on to the new buildings. The larger settlements and nucleus of permanent suburbs,
the Hotel Canberra etc were connected to septic systems prior to the completion of the main intercepting sewer.
One of the temporary septic tanks remains in Stirling Park in Block 4, Section 128 Yarralumla next to Haines’
Creek.
The large workforce had to be housed somewhere – preferably close to work to avoid paying zone allowance. The
obvious place was the Gura Bung Dhaura hill of which Capital Hill is one. These hills were conveniently near to
work sites, out of sight of permanent Canberra and sheltered from the strong winds that blew across the open
Canberra Plain. The slope also provided good drainage – a must for good camping sites.
The area was sufficiently large to allow a number of camps and settlements to be erected out of sight of each
other and convenient for transport to work sites were a number of old well used tracks, several of which survive in
the area now known as Stirling Park Yarralumla. [These tracks are still in use within Stirling Park in Section 22 and
Blocks 2,3,4 Section 128.]
Westlake that included the hills extended back from the Molonglo River to Red Hill and from Westridge in the west
to the western side of Capital Hill in the east. The sites of all the camps, except No 1 Labourers Camp on Capitol
Hill and 42 of the portable temporary cottages erected in The Gap in 1924 and 1926 remain in Stirling Park,
Yarralumla. Briar Farm, which from1927 until the early 1950s was occupied by the family of Charles Foster Day,
was leased from 1913 by Commonwealth employees. It was part of Westlake, but, like Kaye’s farm [former
Klensendorlffe’s] had the suburb address of Acton. Today the buildings of the Southern Cross Yacht Club cover the
site of the farm cottage and outhouses. The old entrance to Kaye’s farm house is marked by two pines in the park
behind the Hotel Canberra. The house site is now under the lake and some of the stone from the old 1838 two
storey building is under the Commonwealth Avenue Road.
The temporary portable timber cottages in the Gap were designed by HM Rolland and built under the auspices of
the Federal Capital Advisory Committee [FCAC]. Cottages of the same basic design were later constructed at
Acton and Causeway.
The Sydney Morning Herald 28 February 1924 in an article The Growing City – Building Activity mentioned that in
addition to men employed by private contractors on Hostel No 1 [Howie’s men] and the bridge over the Molonglo
River near Commonwealth Avenue there were about 1000 construction workers employed. Over half lived under
canvas, 100 in Queanbeyan and the remainder in houses around the territory. It continued in reference to the
Westlake cottages …for married men 20 four roomed portable hutments were almost finished at the Gap near the
hostel, for which the rent will be 12/6 a week. Another twenty dwellings had been sanctioned and he [Col PT
Owen] was seeking authority to build a further twenty. [It was in fact a further 32 that brought the number up to
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52 – and an additional ten in 1926 bringing the official total to 62 – No 21 was either removed or not built. The
total number of cottages was 61]. The first cottage was tenanted by Francis Clowry 3 March 1924. NOTES (FOR
OFFICIAL USE) REGARDING WORKS IN PROGRESS 1923-24… 23 March 1924ii noted that the first twenty cottages had
been erected and a further 19 were under construction.
The temporary settlements & camps in Westlake were:
Contractor John Howie’s settlement – married and single quarters 1922-c1930 [Block 3, Section 128
Stirling Park Yarralumla]
No 3 Sewer Camp in the Gap on the eastern side of Stirling Ridge 1922-1925 [Block 22 Stirling Park
Yarralumla] The sites of the two rows of tents later covered by Westlake cottages 53-62.
Old Tradesmen’s Camp 1923 – 1928 [Block 3, Section 128 Stirling Park Yarralumla]
Freeman’s tent cottage which was probably the original dwelling of Mrs Erikson, Mess Caterer
Tradesmen’s Camp, Westlake. She moved into a Westlake cottage in the Gap in 1924 leaving the tent
cottage vacant at the time when Freeman’s moved from No 3 Sewer Camp in the Gap. [Block 3,
Section 128 Stirling Park, Yarralumla.]
No 1 Labourers Camp 1924 – 1927 [Capitol Hill, Westlake]
HM Rolland designed unlined portable timber cottages – 52 erected in 1924 and further 10 on the site
of the tents of No 3 Sewer Camp in 1926. 1924-1965, These were first known as the Gap Cottages
and later as just Westlake. The name comes from the Gap survey mark on Stirling Ridge Yarralumla
that was probably put there in 1909 at the time of the initial survey work for the city. This survey
mark is named on the 1913 maps as is the Quarry [now Attunga Point]. [Block 22 Stirling Park – sites
of cottages 21-62 and the area bounded by Perth Avenue, Empire Circuit, Forster Crescent and
Darwin Avenue – sites of the first twenty cottages.]
Westlake Horse Camp – this is probably the Red Hill Horse Camp near Latrobe Park, Red Hill. This
camp is not referred to in this section.
Temporary tent camp erected for the Police and other men who took part in the ceremonies in May
1927 – opening of the Federal Parliament. – The site of this camp is on the verge of the Chinese
Embassy near Flynn Drive.
POPULATION:
In 1924 the population of Westlake was 400. By May 1925 the number had increased to 700. This number according
to the 1925 list for the Transport Officer expected to pick up representatives from the camps and settlements and
convey them to a meeting at Acton to form the Social Service Association is as follows:
51 portable cottages [another 10 added in 1926]
250 people
Contractor Howie
20 families – 80 people
Tradesmen’s Mess
110 people
No 1 Daniel’s Mess
150 people
No 3 Sewer Camp Men’s Labourers on Top of Gap
100 men

Total – say 700
Following the completion of the Provisional Parliament House and other buildings in the area the need for the
majority of construction workers living in the nearby camps were no longer required. No 3 Sewer Camp in the Gap
closed in mid 1925 and the men moved to No 4 Sewer Camp opposite the Provisional Parliament House on the
south side of the Molonglo River. No 1 Labourers Camp moved in late 1927 and was followed by Tradesmen’s Camp
in February 1928. When the Howie’s Hostel Camp closed is not certain, but according to oral history it was still in
use at the time when Parliament opened.
Howie’s Cottages which by 1927 had been reduced from the original 25 to 13 remained until around 1930 before
they were pulled down. The Gap cottages remained until 1965 and were known from around the late 1920s as
WESTLAKE. By the time I moved with my parents to Westlake in 1941 the memories of the camps and Howie’s were
already fading and it was only by talking to some of the old timers who had lived in the camps and Howie’s that
their stories began to resurface. In particular four men who shared their memories and showed me the sites of
their old homes in the camps and Howies were Arthur Freeman, Ken Dinnerville, Jack Dinnerville, Harry Hamilton
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and Charlie Law. The photographs from these men were augmented by members of the family of Harriet and
Walter Sheen who moved into 4 Howie’s Cottages in January 1923.

HOWIES COTTAGES (1922-1930/31) & HOSTEL CAMP (1922-1927):
BLOCK 3, SECTION 128 STIRLING PARK YARRALUMLA ON THE HILL OPPOSITE LOTUS BAY

Only one plan of Howie’s cottages and hostel camp has to date been found. This plan was discovered in ACTEW
archives by Lyn Van Schieveen and a copy passed on to me. This October 1926 plan showed a proposed connection
to the main intercepting sewer. This was not carried out. I added the typed information. The sites of the
lavatories are marked on the above map. The cross road that crossed the horizontal road passed between cottages
10-11 and 2-3. The concrete slab on the far right is still in situ on the block opposite Lotus Bay. Below are two
photographs of the slab and
detail of one of the holes where
an upright stood. Following are
two photographs of the site. One
taken from the upper side
looking towards the lake and the
other towards the hill.
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Photograph above left shows a detail of the V shaped drain. The tree on the right is near the slab. Found around
the base is a piece of a metal pipe that is bent into a circular shape.
The 2003 drought revealed a line of rubble in the area of the slab and nearby site of the Hostel Mess Rooms where
the Burns Club was founded in 1924. On the left below is a detail of the rubble that stretches across the slope and
on the right a detail of the rubble.
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The 28 July 1927 Sanitation Report informs us that there were 13 cottages on the site and that they were
weatherboard bungalows that ranged in size between three and six rooms.
The report continued:
Will remain about five years longer –
unsewered…unfenced…Natural
lighting good; no external louver
ventilation. Ground site – fall good.
Conditions – clean generally but waste
water to earth channels – bad. No
baths or water troughs provided.
Three small horse pens too near
cottages… Amongst the
recommendations was the suggestion
to spread the waste water to prevent
stagnation and Earth Closets – Raise
clear of ground or provide concrete
floors.
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Above left: The old road 2010. Cottage number 3 was on the upper side of the road near the tree on the right.
Photograph on the right is from CDHS collection showing the same area c1925.

In addition to the Hotel Canberra, Contractor John Howie’s men were responsible for a number of early Canberra
buildings and the waterproofing of the flat roof of the Provisional Parliament House. One of Howie’s buildings that
has survived is the Ainslie Hall in Corroboree Crescent in Ainslie. It began life as the Masonic Lodge at Acton. In
1926 the building was moved to Russell Hill Settlement where it was converted into a school. In the 1930/31
financial years the building was moved to its present site. He was also responsible for a number of buildings on Mt
Stromlo. These were destroyed in one of the recent bush fires. iii

Contractor John Howie was the only contractor to build good semi-permanent accommodation for his workmen.
His settlement must have been held in high esteem by the government because HM Rolland, government architect,
visited the cottages in 1923 and based his design for a portable temporary timber cottage built in 1924 in The Gap
and later at Acton and Causeway on Howie’s Cottages.
One of the earliest references I came across in Australian Archives that referred to Howie’s Settlement was in
document Federal Capital Advisory Committee – Extract from Notes of an interview with the Minister for Works &
Railways, Mr Stewart, at 10.30 am, on Wednesday, the 29th August 1923 at Yarralumla House, Canberra at which
the following members of the Advisory Committee were present:- Messrs de Burgh and Ross, Col Owen and Mr
Goodwin.iv At the meeting Housing for Workmen was discussed. The reference to Howie’s –
(A) – The Minister referred to cottages erected by Howie Brothers, and asked who was responsible for
housing the workmen on a contract job – The Government or the Contractor. Colonel Owen replied
that it was the Contractor’s responsibility to provide the accommodation, but he thought that it was
the Commonwealth’s responsibility to provide a certain number of houses near the job. The
Contractor did not know how much work was to be done, but the Government did …
The reason for the choice of site of Howie’s settlement would lie in the proximity of the site to the Hotel Canberra
and that the site was a good one. It was out of sight of permanent Canberra hidden by trees and protected from
the strong winds that blew across the almost treeless plain that surrounded the hills. The old road that once
connected the Quarry site and Briar Farm with a gate near the hotel site provided good access between work and
homes.
HOSTEL NO 1 – THE HOTEL CANBERRA
Early reference to the construction of Hostel No 1 is found in the minutes of a meeting of the Federal Capital
Advisory Committee meeting held on 22 January 1921. v
Hostel [Hotel Canberra]
The Hostel, the Committee advises, should be placed west of the Conference Hall [Albert Hall], on the further
side of Commonwealth Avenue… The building would then be axial to the road leading to the Conference Hall; the
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site is fairly level and would permit of tennis courts, bowling greens, etc being formed in close proximity; and in
the surrounding area of a small temporary recreation ground could be provided. Plantings for shelter both of the
Hostel and Conference Hall should be proceeded with during the coming autumn and winter.
With regard to the size of the Hostel it is anticipated that for the sun available (£20,000) accommodation can be
provided for not more that 50 person… John Sulman.
The following document also refers to the building of the hotel:
Construction of Canberra – Notes (for official use) Regarding Works in Progress 1923-24 Under Control of the
Minister For Works and Railways – 23 Mar 1924. vi
GOVERNMENTAL HOSTEL
The construction of the Hostel [Hotel Canberra] was let under contract. It originally included (5) five pavilions
(Bedrooms) for 100 guests and a central block (Dining and Reception Rooms, Kitchen etc) to which was added five
(5) additional pavilions.
The contract began on 9th March 1923 and the date for completion is 3rd September 1924. [The first
half of the hotel opened in December 1924 and the second half was constructed in 1925.]
The Contractors are now concentrating their endeavours on the central building.
The construction of the five (5) original Pavilions is well advanced.
The brickwork of the central building is practically completed and some of the roofs are framed and
are being tiles. The brickwork of the five (5) Pavilions in the extended contract is about 50% done.
The sewerage for the (5) Pavilions in the original contract is 75% advanced, and a tender has been
received for the additional five.
Tenders have also been received for the surface water drainage. A water supply ring main has been
laid, and materials ordered for the new reticulation of gardens and grounds.
The Electrical services for the building (executed by the Department) is well advanced, and the
Heating and Kitchen Equipment (also being provided by the Department) are on order and part
delivered. Installation thereof is in hand…
On pages 6 and 7 of the same document there is reference to the water supply and sewerage reticulation. Water
mains have also been completed between Red Hill, Power House Cottages [Barton], Blandfordia [Forrest &
Griffith], workmen’s location at ‘The Gap’ [Westlake Cottages in The Gap and probably Howie’s Settlement], and
No 1 Hostel [Hotel Canberra]. The total is 14,400 ft and 6inch mains and 3,314 ft of 4 inch mains, with necessary
valves, footings and fire hydrants…
THE SITE:
Following is a detail of a contour map showing the eastern side of Stirling Park, Yarralumla. The line of X mark
the power poles on the old road erected in the vicinity of Howie’s Settlement and Tradesmen’s Camp. They
continued across to the west to the Westlake Cottages in The Gap. No 1 Labourers Camp is incorrectly marked
bottom right. The power poles follow the line of the old road and have been replaced with newer poles. The X
near ‘Tradesmen’s Camp’ marks the line of the road up the hill and on the other side the old road down the hill.
[Courtesy Matthew Hinder]. Forster Crescent marked bottom left. Coronation Drive is named Alexandrina Drive.
The original planned Coronation Drive cut through the park and was not constructed.
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Below: Aerial Google photograph of same area 2010. Forster Crescent

Using GPS, the marking of the sites in the above image was carried out by John Bruggeman in June 2010. Further
marking of sites in the area is taking place. These are the clearly seen sites.
With the exception of a concrete slab and the sites of some communal buildings, the site of the Hostel Camp is
lost. These sites were probably destroyed when the lake and Alexandrina Drive were being constructed. In 1999,
An archaeologist, employed by the National Capital Authority (NCA), walked with me as I explained a number of
the European sites in the park. This information is now on NCA maps and yellow painted concrete posts mark
various sites. A number of these markers are noted in the GPS work.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Marker post, Hostel Ablution’s area – concrete slab for toilet block
Two levelled areas for buildings near slab. Lavatory block Hostel Camp – one brick nearby.
Old road near quagmire
Crossroads, NW and EW intersection. Pile of river rocks on upper right side of road as going up the hill.
The stones put there to stabilize the land.
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5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24.

Pile of large uneven coarse rocks, old car fender, rocks, which may be part of a garden bed or a chimney
stack. Large dead tree cut back – probably the tree in the street shown in the Canberra & District
Historical Society’s (CDHS) photograph of Howie’s cottages. The car is on the site of No. 3 Howie’s
Cottages.
Wheelbarrow pile of concrete near the manhole and tree with metal hooks etc in trunk. This would be the
area referred to by Walter Sheen as about 50 yards from their house (4 Howie’s) – the sewer miners used
explosives at 12 midnight – so loud the children had to have cotton wool In their ears to stop them from
waking.
Recreation Hall for married couples – Howie’s Cottages
Dug out building platform – possibly one of the sites of shared lavatories for Howie’s.
Two x toilet block platforms - concrete
Aboriginal scar on tree stump
Western end of Howie’s where it joins the modern walking track. This road would have joined a road
closer to the area, which is referred in early maps as ‘a deep water’ course. Near this creek in Block 4,
Section 128, which is an undeveloped road, is the only known temporary septic tank of its type built in
the FCT (now ACT) before the sewer system was completed.
Roadway junction, Y junction. The old road joins the surviving part of the track connecting the area with
the Hotel Canberra.
Quarry or early mining site – one of two. Small scale limited mining – probably for gold took place on this
hill and on Stirling Ridge (Section 22, Stirling Park, Yarralumla) – probably in the 1860s when John
Morrison had a tenant farm in the area. John Morrison Jr., of Tralee, was born when this family lived in
the area.
Howie’s house – originally identified as No. 2, but now think it might be No. 4 , the site of Sheen’s cottage
Dump for No. 4 – major dump area that still has 1930s, and earlier, glass including purple glass (pre 1916).
Exotic hedge shown in NCA map – to the east running NS
No. 3 Howie’s House
Concrete surveyor’s mark – old concrete posts marking. There are others within the area - still to be
marked on map.
Possible site for the CDHS photograph to be taken from the old road on the end near the Creek. No. 3 is
the light toned house third from the end topside. The crossroad can be seen between the cottages and
behind the trees.
Old car remains, dump and house site where a painter lived – named Hamilton? The cottage was No. 3
Howie’s
At Howie’s House, site 1 or 2, there is an ice making metal container. One of two left on the site. The
container was filled with water and frozen. The ice was made at the Cordial & Ice Factory at Civic, owned
in the 1920s by TJ Sheekey, and later by the Commonwealth Cordial Company.vii
Toilet slab – photograph of Freeman children taken c1925/26 showing the lavatory on the block. Pre-1926
concrete, pile of broken bricks – same as at Hotel Canberra – to south behind the slab.
Freeman’s tent site – probably previously tenanted by Mrs Erikson, Mess Caterer for Tradesmen’s Camp –
moved into a Westlake Cottage in 1924 when they became available.
Marker Post – old Tradesmen’s Camp 1923-1927 – ablution block – Study area. Iris plants growing.
Ablutions Block area of Tradesmen’s Camp – running down the slope N-S direction. Near the road there
are a number of stone arrangements that are probably Aboriginal in origin. There are numerous drainage
systems still there that include the use of a concrete pipe, trenches, large holes etc
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Top left: Mrs Harriet Sheen and son Gordon. In background 3 Howie’s cottages, home of Laurie Dinnerville. Note
the earth channel under eaves area of No 4 and brick piers. Right Des and Gordon Sheen on their front steps of No
4 circa 1925. [Courtesy of Sheehan family]
On the site of No 4 Cottage the waste water hole is still in situ and it along with the holes where the brick piers sat
is still clearly visible. Nearby in another filled in hole are the remains of rubbish that was probably the last burn of
rubbish at the time people left. Found in this dump were the remains of many personal items that included the
metal clasps of a suitcase, clasps that held stockings in place, a fold-up metal coat hanger, Ipama toothpaste tube,
letter opener with a Chinese coin on the handle, crockery and broken pieces of beer bottles – 1927 was the latest
date found. The majority of these broken beer bottles have the year embossed on the front or base.

Above is a photograph of the soccer team formed at Howie’s Settlement. In the background there appears to be a
number of small huts that may be the huts of the Hostel Camp. Second from left Alex Hamilton, sixth from left
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Don Dinnerville, seventh from left Joe Haines and ninth from left Harry Hamilton. (Hamilton photograph) Around
the same time Howie’s men formed cricket and football clubs.

Above is a photograph taken in the around 2000 showing the remaining concrete slab on which one of the
lavatories was placed. It is above the cottage line on Block 3, Section 128 Stirling Park. This lavatory was one
that was probably shared by the residents of cottages 1 & 2 Howie’s and the Mess caterer of the Tradesmen’s
Camp. The latter lived in a tent cottage nearby. The last resident of this tent was the Freeman family who moved
into it around 1924 and remained there until 13 Howie’s Cottages became available in 1927. Below left: Baby
Harrie Hamilton on his mother’s knee 1927. In the background right is the lavatory. Below Centre Freeman children
circa 1925 – lavatory in background.
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Collection of night soil.
Shared lavatories were placed at a distance from the cottages and were shared by several families. A pan system
was used and these were collected once a week. The disposal area was at Westridge in the area of the overpass
over Adelaide Avenue from Kent St Deakin to Novar Street Westridge. Waste water was directed via earth
channels into holes dug nearby and nearby quagmire.

The arrows in the above photograph show the line of a road that cuts across the hill just below the modern Forster
Crescent. It joins the road that cuts down the hill to meet the 1890s road. This road formed an access road to
houses and pan lavatories.

The above diagram of the area of Howie’s Cottages and Tradesmen’s Camp was published in an earlier book. Since
this early work was carried out the site of No 1 Labourers Camp is known – on Capitol Hill. The area marked on
this mud map as No 1 Labourers Camp would be part of the Tradesmen’s Camp. The black rectangle shows the
sites of cottages 1 & 2 Howies. On the other side of the road below 1 & 2 not marked on this mud map are the sites
of cottages11-13.
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The Old Road Between the Cottages.
.

Below left is a view taken from the corner looking down the road towards the flat land. On the right is the view
looking up the hill. One of the large pile of river rocks dumped to stop erosion is seen in this photograph. A detail
is shown in the photograph below these two.1

1

This pile of rocks may also be Aboriginal – it seems logical that they were dumped by Europeans in this area to
stop erosion but there are piles of similar river rocks found on Stirling Ridge that have been used by Aboriginals –
Another possibility is that the rocks were dumped there by Sewer Workers and in turn they were utilized by the
Aboriginal people.
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Above: Photographs of an old red car body found on the site of 3 Howie’s cottages. It had a timber frame.
House Sites
At the rear of the house site on the western side of the road that cuts over the hill are a number of irregular
shaped undulating trenches dug down the slope – may be used for drainage. At the rear of the block where the
house stood is a concrete manhole from sewer works. Near the sewer man hole is old concrete dump, a power
pole and a large old gum tree with metal pieces inserted for use during the sewer workings. Below left is a detail
of the tree with two metal pieces protruding from the trunk. On the right is a general photograph of the tree on
the left.

Site 4 Howie’s Cottages
The site of 4 Howie’s Cottages has on one side the remains of a hedge

.
Below are photographs of rock arrangements in the area. The one on the far right is a detail of rocks around and
near the kurrajong tree.
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Above left: Arthur Freeman in his scout uniform 9 May 1927 and right the tree shown in the background of the 1927
photograph late 1990s. The Scouts took part in the opening ceremony of Parliament House.
The Freeman Family, 13 Howie’s Cottages
Below is a diagram of the Freeman’s house – 13 Howie’s Cottages.

The Freeman family moved in
1924 from No 3 Sewer Camp Mess
(later the Westlake Hall) to a tent
on the hillside opposite Lotus Bay
where they remained until No 13
Howie’s Cottages became
available in 1927. Arthur
Freeman Jr described the interior
of his house to me. The drawing
is based on that description and a
diagram by Arthur. The bathroom
had a tin bath – whether it was a
full bath of the type put into the
Westlake cottages or one of the
smaller round baths is not known –
but it probably the former. Arthur recalled during one conversation that the family painted the bath green and
that he had a bath shortly afterwards when he thought the paint was dry. It wasn’t and he came away from the
bath with a green bottom. The building’s exterior was clad with vertical timber planks.
Below are two photographs taken of the family in their backyard of 13 Howie’s cottages. Arthur is the tall boy –
eldest child. The youngest, seated on Mrs Ruth Freeman’s lap, was born in late 1925 in the tent cottage near the
Tradesmen’s Camp. By that time Mrs Freeman was nearly blind. Note the garden in the background of the
photograph on the right. Behind the children there appears to be a vine covered shed that may be the lavatory. A
honeysuckle vine still grows on the hillside in the area of the lavatory of No 13.
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The Dinnerville Family
Two Dinnerville brothers lived at Howie’s Cottages
and another in the Hostel Camp. Laurence and his
wife and family lived in 3 Howie’s and his brother,
Charles, who build a small two roomed cottage
known as The Ut, shared it with his son, Ken. Jacky
Dinnerville, son of Laurence was photographed at
Briar Farm. His family moved to 15 Westlake and
later to Mt Stromlo. Left: A photograph taken of
Jackie on his motor bike at Briar Farm [Courtesy
Mrs D Maxwell nee Day of Briar Farm & 56
Westlake]
Below is a detail of children at Telopea Park
School. Ken Dinnerville, son of Charles Dinnerville is the boy on far left. Next to him is Jack Dorman who then
lived at Acton.

Although children were officially not permitted in the camps at least one boy, Ken Dinnerville did live with his
father in the Tradesmen’s camp before his father built at Howie’s. Ken in his story in Past Images, Present Voices
by Val Emerton had the following to say about his accommodation with his father at Westlake:
I was only ten when my father brought me here from Sydney. We arrived in Queanbeyan at 3am and drove to
Canberra in Dad's horse and sulky in what I think was the biggest frost and fog I have ever struck. My first home
was in the Tradesmen's Mess at the Westlake camp, which was all tents. The tents had wooden floors and were
quite warm and comfortable but I found it very cold in Canberra. My bed was made of two corn bags stuffed with
straw in between two shafts. The camp was pretty wild and woolly then. The men used to play two-up - it was
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illegal, but they still played…[Ken's mother died during the time his father was in the armed forces and his aunts
were concerned about the youngster staying in the camps and took him back to Sydney, but his father wanted him
back]…so he [Ken’s father] left the camp and built us a one bedroom house near John Howie's Cottages using leftover materials - the best of Pacific maple. When he finished he called it the "Ut". The front garden beds were
edged with empty beer bottles - there were plenty of them around at the time…
Walter & Harriet Sheen 4 Howies Cottages

Above: Setting off for an outing that was probably to do with a soccer match. The photograph, that belonged to
the family of Harry Hamilton who was born at Howie’s in 1927, was probably taken near the Hostel Camp.
Harriet Sheen standing third top right. Walter Sheen is probably the man seated near the cabin of the truck with
his arm around the boy – Des Sheen.
Walter Sheen, husband of Harriet, in his reminiscences wrote: Then in 1923 Howie Brothers, the firm I worked for
sent me back to Canberra and have lived ever since. I worked on the Hotel Canberra and when that was finished I
was asked to go and work for the Government. We were provided with a cottage near Westlake about fifty yards
from the Sewer Mines and at 12 o’clock each night the blasts would recur and we had to put cotton wool into the
children’s ears to protect them from the noisy blasts, which would shake the cottage…viii The family moved into
Howie’s cottages the first week in January 1924 shortly after the birth of their second son, Gordon.
Alex and Jean Hamilton

Members of Gardner and Hamilton families – courtesy Harry Hamilton
Henry (Harry) Russell Hamilton was born at Howie’s cottages 25 July 1927. The attending midwife was Nurse
Britton. His parents Alexander Hamilton and Jean (nee Meikle) were born in Tutherglen Scotland and came to
Canberra where Alexander worked for John Howie. Alex’s uncle and aunt, David and Mary Gardner, migrated from
Scotland to Canberra some time before the arrival of Alex. It is probable that David Gardner and Alex Hamilton
were recruited by John Howie to work for him in Canberra.
On his arrival in Canberra, Alex, whose trade was that of painter, moved into the Hostel Camp where he remained
until his finance Jean arrived in Canberra in 1925. She stayed with the Gardners until her marriage at St John the
Baptist Church on 15 October 1925. After their marriage the couple moved into a Howie’s Cottage (probably No 2).
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Like all migrants Alex and Jean sought the company of fellow countrymen and social life revolved around them and
the early days of the Burns Club. Alex, for example, along with his Uncle David and others met on 13 October 1924
in the Mess Room of Howie’s Hostel Camp to consider the advisability of forming a Burns Club on Federal
Territory. This was duly carried out and in 1925 Alex was elected secretary of the club. He was also a keen soccer
player and captained the Burns Club Soccer Team. Harry, his son, has a medal inscribed FCTSF Assn. Winners
League and KG 1926. Burns Club. A. Hamilton. Both Alex and Jean enjoyed singing and sang in concerts at Acton,
Causeway, Westridge and Friendly Society Halls.
Alex’s mother migrated to Australia with four children. They arrived on Australia Day, 1927. Alex's two brothers,
Harry and Bob came to Canberra and stayed with Jean and Alex at Howie’s Cottages. Both worked in the building
industry. Bob stayed only a short time. Harry stayed on and played soccer with the Burns Club. Eventually he too
returned to Sydney. Life during that period was recalled as good times and the only mention Jean made of
shopping in the city was walking across the rough paddocks to JB Youngs store in Kingston with Harry in the pram…
OTHERS WHO LIVED AT HOWIE’S SETTLEMENT
Three men’s names were noted on document relating to the running of Howie’s business in Canberra. They are
Patrick, Scott and Knight. It is known that in February 1929 when Jeanne Patrick died in her home at Howie’s
cottages that her husband was in Sydney looking for work. Scott and Knight had moved earlier from Howie’s.
Alfred Knight and his wife Emily moved in 1924 (probably) from a Howie’s cottage into 1 Westlake where he stayed
with his family for at nearly twenty years. His wife Emily died from TB 14 July 1928 and is buried in St John the
Baptist Church Cemetery.
Many of Howie’s men came directly from Scotland to work for him hence it should come as no surprise that the
Burns Club was founded in the Mess of Howie’s Hostel Camp on 13th October 1924. Alex Hamilton was elected the
President of the club in 1925. The names of some of the men who attended the first meeting are known. They
were: John Brown, Donald Dinnerville, David Gardner, Alex Hamilton, William Kelly, Thomas McCullough, James
Millar, Christopher Patrick, Alex Peacock, Walter Scott and James Young.ix
Sport played a big part in the lives of the men of Canberra including those who lived at Howie’s Settlement.
Cricket was one of the major sports played by the locals and in 1924 a cricket pitch was built not far from the
settlement in the area of Block 1, Section 128 Stirling Park near Flynn Drive. The site is currently under
development. 2
Nick Guoth who researched the early history of the ACT Soccer Teams provided the following names of members of
the Burns Club on:
27 July, 1927: McNeil, Morgan, Richie, H Hamilton, Cruikshanks, O’Keefe, A Hamilton, Cunningham, McCallum,
McGivan.
18 June 1927: McGregor, B McNevan, McCallum, Scott, Ball, Jones, McNicol, Lennox, Bell, Hamilton, Young.
Another team listed Dinnerville, Haines and Dave Gardiner.
The men of Howie’s were involved in many of the events of the Burns Club which included as well as sports days,
dances the planting of the rowan tree in the grounds of St Andrew’s Presbyterian church in 1926. It was brought
out from Scotland with soil adhering to its roots. A number of rowan trees were planted in the Westlake area.
The 1928 Electoral Roll had the following names of Howie’s residents:
3
DINNERVILLE, Caroline & Lawrence
home duties & boiler attendant
13
FREEMAN, Ruth & Arthur
home duties & watchman
KELLY, Lucy & William
home duties & labourer
MILLER, Ethel & Harry
home duties & office cleaner
1
PATRICK, Jeannie
home duties
2
ROSS, Grace & George
home duties & labourer
10
SHEEHAN, Lucy & Raymond
home duties & labourer

2

The site was found in December 2004.
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Others known to have lived at Howie’s Settlement: Mary and James Gallagher, Walter Scott, Arthur Knight (later
moved to 1 Westlake), Aubrey Butcher (moved to a Westlake cottage), Syd Brown (moved to a Westlake cottage),
Charles Wellington.
i

A letter dated 15 March 2011 from Gerhard Zatchler, Secretary ACT Heritage Council to me gave NOTIFICATION OF ENTRY
TO THE ACT HERITAGE REGISTER OF FOUR NATURAL HERITAGE PLACES...I hereby notify you that the ACT Heritage
Council has entered the following places to the Heritage Register under section 40-42 of the Heritage Act 2004 effective from 10
March 2011- Button Wrinklewort Habitat [Stirling Park and portion of Capital Hill & Military training area Majura]: Small
Purple Pea Habitat; Cotter Caves and Surrounds and Tuggeranong Parkway Road Cutting...
ii
National Australian Archives A/414/1 22/1
iii

3.2.1926 Letter to John Howie & Sons Ltd Canberra (Westlake) from the Works Director advising Howie that Mr
J McHoul had been appointed Clerk of Works and would supervise Howie’s contract for the erection of buildings at
the Solar Observatory at Mt Stromlo. [A6270/1 E2/27/622] There are a number of letters in this file referring to
the proposed Mt Stromlo Observatory Buildings and Howie’s work. The tender was £9,564/19/- (15 October 1924).

iv

NAA A414/1 13
A199/1 21/189 Australian Archives
vi
NAA a414/122/1
vii
TJ Sheekey supplied the soft drinks at the naming ceremony 12 Mar 1913, and opening of parliament 9 May 1927.
v

viii
ix

Research work Kristen Alexander – Pethrick Room National Library.

The Canberra Highland Society and Burns Club – Its First Seventy One Years by Howie-Willis.
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